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ABSTRACT
We present COVERAGE – a novel database containing copymove forged images and their originals with similar but genuine objects. COVERAGE is designed to highlight and address tamper detection ambiguity of popular methods, caused
by self-similarity within natural images. In COVERAGE,
forged–original pairs are annotated with (i) the duplicated and
forged region masks, and (ii) the tampering factor/similarity
metric. For benchmarking, forgery quality is evaluated using
(i) computer vision-based methods, and (ii) human detection
performance. We also propose a novel sparsity-based metric for efﬁciently estimating forgery quality. Experimental results show that (a) popular forgery detection methods perform
poorly over COVERAGE, and (b) the proposed sparsity based
metric best correlates with human detection performance. We
release the COVERAGE database to the research community.
Index Terms— Image Forensics, Copy-move forgery,
Benchmark database, Sparsity-based metric, Forgery quality
1. INTRODUCTION
Copy-move image forgery is a highly popular tampering
method, where a forged image is produced by copying an
object from the duplicated region of the original, manipulating it via speciﬁc operations, and pasting it onto the forged
region within the same image. Copy-move forgery detection
(CMFD) is considered simpler than general image forgery
detection, since the source of the forged object resides in the
same image. In this paper, we will show that CMFD is much
more challenging than generally thought, especially when
the original image contains multiple similar objects. Most
CMFD algorithms [1–4] are based on key-point/block-based
region matching, and simply treat region similarity as a measure of copy-move forgery, ignoring ambiguity that may arise
between a copy-move forged image vis-á-vis natural image
with multiple similar-but-genuine objects (SGOs). To this
end, we propose the COpy-moVe forgERy dAtabase with
similar but Genuine objEcts (COVERAGE).
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Attribute
# image pairs
Average
Image Size
SGO
forged
Mask
duplicated
Tamper Annot.
Tamper Types

CoMoFod
260
512
×512

comb

S,C

Manip
48
2305
×3020




S

GRIP
100
1024
×768

comb

S

COVERAGE
100
400
×486




S,C

Table 1. Overview of CMFD databases. S and C respectively
denote simple and complex. comb denotes combined.
Among datasets available for forgery detection, the
Columbia dataset [5] contains authentic and forged gray-scale
images, but focuses on image splicing detection instead of
CMFD. The MICC databases [6] include forged images without originals, which inconveniences analysis and evaluation.
The CoMoFod [7], Manipulation (Manip) [8], and GRIP [4]
datasets provide both the forged and original images. Among
these, however, only CoMoFod considers complex manipulations (see Sec. 2 for types of complex tampering factors) for
forged image synthesis. For evaluation, CoMoFod and GRIP
combine the duplicated and forged region masks in a single
image without demarcation. COVERAGE explicitly speciﬁes
the duplicated and forged region masks, and also considers
complex tampering factors. Most importantly, no existing
CMFD database accounts for SGOs in the original, which is
a commonplace phenomenon in nature. Table 1 overviews
CMFD datasets and motivates the need for COVERAGE.
COVERAGE 1 contains 100 original–forged image pairs
where each original contains SGOs, making discrimination
of forged from genuine objects highly challenging. Both simple and complex tampering factors are employed for forging
(see Sec. 2). Also, annotations relating to (i) duplicated and
forged region masks (Fig 1) and (ii) the tampering factor or
level of similarity between the original and tampered image
are available for all pairs. For benchmarking, we evaluate
COVERAGE with several popular computer vision (CV)based CMFD algorithms, as well as human performance
based on visual perception (VP). We also propose a sparsitybased metric which correlates well with human performance.
1 COVERAGE

is available at https://github.com/wenbihan/coverage.
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(a) Scaling to φ = 0.8

(b) Rotation by θ = 10◦

(c) Illumination change

Fig. 1. Exemplar original–forged image pairs with tampering factor speciﬁed for simple transformations (a) and (b). The
duplicated and forged regions are respectively highlighted in green and red.
2. DATABASE GENERATION
Original images in COVERAGE were acquired using an
Iphone 6 front camera. We captured both indoor and outdoor scenes for the purpose of this study. These scenes are
highly diverse, including stores, ofﬁces, public spaces, places
of leisure, etc, which are highly representative of everyday
scenes [9]. A region of interest containing at least two SGOs
was cropped from each image, and stored in lossless TIFF
format as the original image corresponding to each pair. A
forged image was synthesized via graphical manipulation of
the original using Photoshop CS4 and also stored as lossless
TIFF: One of the original SGOs served as the duplicated
region, and was transformed via one of the simple or complex
tamperings speciﬁed below to replace another similar object,
and synthesize the forged image.
Masks corresponding to the duplicated and forged regions
are annotated for all image pairs as in Fig. 1. Six types of
tampering were employed for forged image generation:
i. Translation– the duplicated object (DO) is directly
translated and pasted onto the forged region without
any manipulation.
ii. Scaling– DO is scaled by a factor of φ followed by
translation (FBT).
iii. Rotation– DO is rotated clockwise by θ FBT.
iv. Free-form– DO is distorted via a free transform FBT.
v. Illumination– DO is modiﬁed via lighting effects FBT.
vi. Combination– DO is manipulated via more than one
of the above factors FBT.
Factors (i) to (iii) denote Simple tampering, since they
are easily reproducible with a given parameter. Factors (iv) to
(vi) denote Complex tampering, and normally contain multiple transformations. For simple tampering, we annotate the
original–forged image pair with the tampering level speciﬁed
by a single parameter. For complex tampering, we employ
similarity metrics to discriminate forged regions from originals as discussed in Section 3.
3. FORGERY QUALITY ESTIMATION METRICS
For the purpose of (a) describing complex transformations,
(b) benchmarking CMFD performance on COVERAGE, and
(c) demonstrating the challenge posed by SGOs, we attempt



to estimate forgery quality in this section. As forgery quality
estimation is an open question [10, 11], we explore various
metrics to this end. These metrics are intended to serve as a
guide for tamper detection difﬁculty, and not for CMFD performance evaluation per se.
3.1. CMFD Benchmark
To benchmark the forgery quality, we used both CV and
VP-based detection performance. Popular CV-based CMFD
methods include SIFT [1] and SURF [3] based on key-point
features, and the recent dense-ﬁeld method [4] which employs
features of densely overlapping blocks. All three methods are
capable of matching copy-move key point/block pairs automatically. We follow the original/forged image identiﬁcation
methodology in [1] to compute detection accuracy.
Though CV methods provide for fast evaluation, the copymove image forgery is essentially aimed to cheat the human
eye. In order to study VP-based tamper detection performance, we designed a user study where 30 viewers were required to determine the forged image from each pair upon
visual inspection. Mean human detection accuracy in also
speciﬁed for each COVERAGE pair.
3.2. Spatial Similarity Metrics
Tampering methods are designed to enhance the spatial similarity between the forged and original images, especially for
those with SGOs. A poorly forged image usually deviates
considerably from its original version, and can thus be easily
detected. Amongst existing metrics, we consider Peak Signalto-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [12] (in decibels) and structural similarity (SSIM) [13] computed on 3 × 3 overlapping windows
of the forged and original images, as global similarity metrics.
PSNR and SSIM are commonly used for measuring image reconstruction quality.
Since the PSNR and SSIM measures capture global image
similarity, they tend to decrease when the image and forged
region differs in size. A better similarity metric in such cases
is the forged region PNSR (fPSNR), which focuses solely on
the tampered region. Denoting the forged and original images
as X, Y ∈ RP ×K , where P is the number of image pixels and
K is the number of color channels (K = 1 for grayscale and
3 for RGB), fPSNR is deﬁned as


fPSNR = 20 log10
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patches with sparsity level smaller than s, while (.)H denotes
the Hermitian operator. The solutions Ŵf and Ŵo are both restricted to be unitary. Problem (P1) can be solved by alternating between sparse coding and transform update steps, both
of which haveclosed-form
 solutions [19]. Denote the learned
UOT as U = Ŵf , Ŵo . We evaluate the normalized UOT
modeling error for the forged image, denoted as Ef , using the
patches centered at the boundary B. Each patch selects either
Ŵf or Ŵo to ensure smaller modeling error. The normalized
forged image UOT modeling error Ef is calculated as


Ef =

Fig. 2. Original (top) and forged images (bottom), with the
forged region boundary in red (left), and a zoom-in of the
patches centered at the boundary (right).
where Cf denotes the set of pixels corresponding to the
forged region. {Xki , Yki }, i ∈ Cf denotes the ith pixel pair
in Cf derived from the k th channel of X and Y. Different
from PSNR and SSIM, fPSNR is a tamper quality estimation
metric invariant to forged region size.
3.3. Forgery Edge Abnormality Using Adaptive Sparsity
Human forgery detection typically employs the forged edge
abnormality (FEA) as an important clue [14, 15]. To circumvent the need for involving users but emulate human detection
performance, we propose a sparsity-based metric measuring
FEA. Figure 2 visualizes FEA for the original and forged images. Natural images are usually sparsiﬁable [16, 17], while
the imperfect object embedding in image tampering produces
unnatural local artifacts at the boundary [18] as highlighted
in Fig. 2. CMFD algorithms are normally insensitive to such
artifacts, which can be easily captured by the human eye and
facilitate VP-based forgery detection. Inspired by the unionof-transforms (UOT) model [19], we compute the FEA metric
via adaptive UOT-domain sparsity.
To this end, we ﬁrst calculate the adaptive sparse modeling error for forged images. Deﬁne Y and X to be the original
and forged images, and B to be the set of pixels at the boundary of the forged region Cf and the background ¬Cf . We
extract overlapping patches that are centered at the interior of
Cf , denoted as {Rj Y}j∈Cf , j∈B , where Rj extracts the j th
patch within the set of pixels. The sparsifying transforms Wf
and Wo model Cf and ¬Cf respectively. The optimal Ŵf
and Ŵo are obtained by solving (P1),

2
(P1) Ŵf = argmin
Wf Rj X − αj 2
Wf ,{αj } j∈C , j∈B
f

Ŵo = argmin



Wo ,{βi } i∈¬C , i∈B
f

2

Wo Ri X − βi 2

s.t. αj 0 , βi 0 ≤ s, ∀ i, j, WfH Wf = I, WoH Wo = I.
Here {αj } and {βi } are the sparse codes of the extracted



j∈B
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minW ∈U W Rj X − Proj0,s (W Rj X)2

2
j∈B Rj X2

(2)

where Proj0,s (·) denotes l0 ball projection [19] with maximum sparsity level s.
To calculate the normalized UOT modeling error for original images, we follow the same algorithm but using boundary patches extracted from Y to obtain Eo in a similar way.
The proposed FEA metric is deﬁned as the difference of the
normalized UOT modeling errors,
FEA = Ef − Eo

(3)

Forged images with boundary patches satisfying the adaptive
UOT model usually correspond to a small FEA value, and
are thus considered well tampered (i.e., contain less unnatural
artifacts). A well-forged image is also less likely to be detected by a human, and therefore corresponds to a lower VPbased detection accuracy. We observe this linear correlation
between FEA and human performance in Section 4.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Tamp. factor
(#images)
Trans. (16)
S
Scal. (16)
Rot. (16)
Free. (16)
C
Illum. (16)
Comb. (20)
Overall (100)

Spatial Similarity
SSIM
PSNR fPSNR
0.95
24.0
13.4
0.97
28.5
14.8
0.93
24.9
14.7
0.93
24.8
14.1
0.92
23.0
13.3
0.94
24.0
13.8
0.94
24.8
14.0

FEA
(%)
29.7
28.6
24.9
20.0
25.2
28.9
26.2

VP
(%)
78.1
71.3
66.0
63.8
66.9
72.5
69.9

CV
(%)
72.9
62.5
62.2
59.4
56.3
53.3
60.3

Table 2. Mean spatial similarity scores, FEA metric, VP and
CV-based detection accuracy for simple (S) and complex (C)
tampering factors in COVERAGE.
We ﬁrstly evaluate forgery quality in COVERAGE using
the metrics proposed in Section 3. All image pairs in COVERAGE are annotated and categorized based on their tampering factors. Table 2 lists the mean spatial similarity scores,
sparsity-based FEA values, VP, and CV detection accuracies
for each category, as well as for the whole database. The
CV-based CMFD accuracy is obtained by averaging the results from the SIFT [1], SURF [3] and dense-ﬁeld [4] CMFD
methods. Given that the aim of tampering is to escape human detection, the forgeries that are more difﬁcult to detect

(a) Original, CoMoFod

(b) Forged, CoMoFod

(c) Original, COVERAGE

(d) Forged, COVERAGE

Fig. 3. CMFD performance comparison: Results of SIFT [1] (top) and dense-ﬁeld [4] (bottom) methods. Left to right: Original
(a, c) and forged (b, d) pairs from CoMoFod [7] and COVERAGE respectively. Dots and red lines represent key points (or
block centers) and matched pairs.
correspond to lower VP-based accuracies. We observe that
the FEA metric (linearly) correlates best with VP-based accuracies (ρ = 0.89, p < 0.01) among the measures considered. Among similarity metrics, fPSNR optimally characterizes forgery quality, and correlates negatively (ρ = −0.33)
with human performance as one would expect. Also, while
human performance considerably exceeds CV-based CMFD
for some tampering factors, CV methods perform as well or
better than humans for others (rotation and free-form deformation). These results suggest that a collaborative framework
could potentially work best for CMFD with SGOs.
Finally, to demonstrate the challenge that COVERAGE
poses to popular CMFD methods, we performed CV-based
CMFD on the CoMoFoD [7], Manipulate [8], and GRIP [4]
datasets. From each original-forged pair, we randomly selected one image for testing for all datasets. Table 3 lists
the corresponding CMFD accuracies. SURF-based CMFD is
generally poor across all datasets. The SIFT and dense-ﬁeld
methods perform better over, with dense-ﬁeld producing the
best performance. Overall, considerably lower mean CMFD
accuracy is obtained for COVERAGE.
Figure 3 qualitatively presents CMFD using the SIFT
and dense-ﬁeld methods on exemplar CoMoFod and COVERAGE pairs. CoMoFod and CMFD methods in general,
do not account for SGOs, and the number of point/block
matches is considered as a measure of copy-move forgery
(Fig. 3(a,b)). In contrast, COVERAGE explicitly considers
SGOs, and more matches are noted between SGOs in the original (Fig. 3(c)), than between the duplicated and forged (red
can on the left with changed illumination) regions. Moreover,
relatively few matches are obtained for complex tampering



such as illumination-based (Fig. 3(d)), leading to low CMFD
accuracies as in Table 3. COVERAGE is mainly intended to
help develop robust CMFD methods addressing such limitations.
CMFD Database
(# test images)

COVERAGE

SIFT

SURF

DenseField

Aver.

Trans. (16)
Scal. (16)

50.0
56.3

75.0
56.3

93.8
75.0

72.9
62.5

Rot. (16)
Free. (16)

46.7
43.8

53.3
50.0

86.7
68.8

62.2
59.4

Illum. (16)
Comb. (20)

43.8
55.0

62.5
55.0

62.5
50.0

56.3
53.3

50.5

58.6

71.8

60.3

CoMoFoD (200)

77.0

51.5

72.0

66.8

Manipulate (48)

75.0

58.3

95.8

76.4

GRIP (100)

71.0

52.0

82.0

68.3

All (100)

Table 3. CMFD detection accuracies using SIFT, SURF, and
Dense-ﬁeld methods on various datasets. For each dataset,
the best CMFD result is marked in bold.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents COVERAGE, a novel CMFD database
with annotations where the challenge is to distinguish the
forged region from SGOs. Several metrics are proposed to
estimate forgery quality, as well as CV and VP-based CMFD
performance. Obtained results reveal that (i) the FEA metric
correlates well with human performance, and (ii) automated
CMFD methods perform poorly on COVERAGE.
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